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Program

- Survey (5 minutes)

- Introduction into the 4Cs (15 minutes)

- Dinosaur assignment (45 minutes)

- Reflection on the dinosaur assignment, including comparing the development of the 4 Cs 

in the participating countries (20 minutes)

- Exchange of practices around the 4 Cs (30 minutes)

- Survey (5 minutes)



INHOUD VAN TWEE

1. www.socrative.com

2. login (on top of the page)

3. student login

4. room name: Marjolein7754

5. enter your name + country

Survey

http://www.socrative.com/
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Learning skills – the 4 C’s
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Critical thinking

‘’ Critical thinking is the practice of solving problems, among other qualities.’’
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Creativity

‘’ Creativity is the practice of thinking outside the box.’’
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Collaboration

‘’Collaboration is the practice of working together to achieve a common goal.’’
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Communication

‘’Communication is the practice of conveying ideas quickly and clearly.’’
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How do the 4 C’s work together?

- Critical thinking teaches children to question claims and seeks truth.

- Creativity teaches children to think in a way that’s unique to them.

- Collaboration teaches children that groups can create something bigger and better than 
they can on their own.

- Communication teaches children how to efficiently convey ideas.

Combined, the four C’s empower children to become one-person think tanks. 
Then, when those children get together, they can achieve almost anything!
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The 21st century teacher

Characteristics of a 

21st Century

Teacher

The Adapter

The Communicator

The Learner

The Visionary

The Leader

The Model

The Collaborator

The Risk taker
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The role as a teacher

What is needed to realize this change?

- observe students

- judge the levels of student ownership of the inquiry mode

- decide on the degree of freedom to be given to students in 

terms of the research question to be set

- study methods

- data collection

- choice of presentation and collaboration tools

- be open to ongoing professional development: share knowledge with colleagues/ in a 

community, engage in reflection of your own teaching and take risks.

From

teacher to

coach
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Step 1: Make groups of 4 students → from each country 1 
student who participates during the whole project

Step 2: Each group is going to search for

- Tylosaurus

- Elasmosaurus

- Triceratops

- Tyrannosaurus

- Parasaurolophus

Step 3: Using your telephone or another device: you will 
collect information about your dinosaur

Step 4: 

The question is: What does your dino need to survive?

The Dinosaur - assignment

Wijnen, F, Rougoor-Fliering, T., & Schutte, P. (2021). Hogere orde denken stimuleren met technologie, praktijkboek voor de 

basisschoolleerkracht. Tech Your Future
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Jurassic Park – part 2

Step 1: In the groups each student has knowledge of one dinosaur and shares this 
information with the other students.

Step 2: design a Jurassic Park for the 5 dinosaurs

Ask yourself the following questions:
- Which dinosaurs can be kept together in one enclosure?
- What should the enclosure look like?
- How can visitors safely admire the dinosaurs? Make sure that the security is 

safe for both dinosaurs and humans
- How can you make as much money as possible? Think about reducing costs 

(power, staff)
- What are the ways you get as many visitors as possible?
- ……..

Step 3: present the design of your park

Try to convince the rest of the audience of the quality of the park as best you can.

Wijnen, F, Rougoor-Fliering, T., & Schutte, P. (2021). Hogere orde denken stimuleren met technologie, praktijkboek voor de 

basisschoolleerkracht. Tech Your Future
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Reflection on the dinosaurs assignment

To what extent did this assignment stimulate:

- creativity
- critical thinking
- collaboration
- communication

And if so, what made you use these skills? What worked well for you? And what perhaps 
less so?

Would this assignment fit into your country's education system? What might be needed to do 
this assignment?

Are these kinds of assignments done in your country?
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4Cs in Czech, Austria, Spain and the Netherlands 
(goals of the national curriculum)

Communication/

collaboration

Critical thinking Creativity

Czech

Austria Expansion or development of a social 
ability to act: expansion of linguistic 
skills and learning elementary cultural 
techniques

Using critical thinking to pursue your own 
learning goals. Justifying decisions (such as 
the choice of a solution path or a form of 
presentation).

Creativity is only mentioned in 
connection with all-day schooling and 
modern communication and 
information technologies.

Spain The action and process of 
transmitting a message through 
symbols (verbal or non-verbal), 
establishing a relationship and social 
interaction. The effectiveness of 
communication depends on the 
quality of transmission as well as the 
predisposition to receive.

analyzes reality and questions the true facts 
through reason. It consists of a series of 
cognitive processes that facilitate problem 
solving, research and making the best 
decisions for the individual and the 
environment in order to be better people and 
citizens, as well as build a better world

invent and develop new and original 
ideas: having the ability to find iriginal
solutions. Creativity is not only 
expressed in solving problems, but 
also in locating them.

The 

Netherlands

Digital communication and
collaboration
Effective cross-boarder (intercultural)
Targeted communication (purpose, 
audience and situation)
Cooperation and conflict

Critical thinking is 
applied in conjunction within other subjects. 
Explicit attention to different ways of thinking 
(thinking in terms of continuity and change or 
causes and effects of valuing, reasoning and 
arguing) 

Be creative (with the possibilities of 
digital technologie) to come up with
original solutions. 
Creative forms of language to express
yourself creatively and personally
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Exchange of practices around the 4 Cs

Aim: exchange examples and learn from each other's experiences around activities to 

stimulate the 4Cs

- In groups led by a Dutch student

- The Dutch student introduces his or her own experience (pictures/video combined with 

the format https://bit.ly/waveit2021) in his/her class at primary school

- Conversation about this experience: what do you notice? What is similar to the situation in 

your country? What are differences? What would you like to do yourself? What tips do you 

have?

- Other examples?

For the end of January: share at least 1 example in teams and on the wave-it site (in 

the Format). Have a conversation about it with THIS group of students.  Make already 

an appointment for a teams-meeting.

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2Fwaveit2021&data=04%7C01%7Cm.devos%40saxion.nl%7C8a6da9de22fa4dc3a16a08d9a4218bcd%7Ca77b0754fdc14a62972c8425ffbfcbd2%7C0%7C0%7C637721287443394073%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=YZy1UPNYZDc1qno24R3k5cdqYge%2BXqcdOSGvHG1KNEw%3D&reserved=0
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1. www.socrative.com

2. login (on top of the page)

3. student login

4. room name: Marjolein7754

5. enter your name + country

Survey

http://www.socrative.com/
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Creativity needs time


